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                           Council of Europe Ad Hoc      

               Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI):      

                          Public consultation (questionnaire)  

                          Deadline (extended): May 9, 2021 

 

Equinet submission and extended supporting points for future 
engagement with CoE on regulating AI in the context of human rights, 
democracy and rule of law 

 
 

Introduction 

In 2020, the Council of Europe CAHAI conducted a feasibility study and made the case 

for a regulatory framework on artificial intelligence (AI) based on Council of Europe’s 

standards on human rights, rule of law, and democracy. The CAHAI is now in the process 

of drafting key potential elements of a future framework and is carrying out a multi-
stakeholder consultation process to seek input.  

This supporting document is developed to support national equality bodies in Europe in 

engaging with present and future initiatives by the Council of Europe related to the 

development of a legal framework on the design, development and application of AI, 

based on the standards of the Council of Europe on human rights, democracy and 

the rule of law.  As such, it can be used for the immediately forthcoming multi-
stakeholder consultation  with new deadline of 9 May, but since this is the first of a 

number of consultation that the CoE is likely to launch on the same topic, if relevant and 

helpful in your specific context, we encourage you to make use of the below information 

also for the next stages of the development of CoE’s legal instrument on AI.  

The additional supporting information provided through the answers in the consultation 

questionnaire below is intentionally framed in a broader and more comprehensive way 

in order to enable its use in your future work on a legally binding instrument on AI 

within the framework of the Council of Europe and of course, on relevant legislative 

initiatives at the national level.   

In its submission and in the additional accompanying supporting information provided 

for most answers, Equinet adopts an intentionally broad and inclusive definition of 

Artificial Intelligence Systems, in line with recommendation of the European 

Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on AI Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy 

Artificial Intelligence: 

https://www.coe.int/en/web/artificial-intelligence/cahai
https://rm.coe.int/cahai-2020-23-final-eng-feasibility-study-/1680a0c6da
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=grBJPtViSUilsIbtUZKH0qerRpgKeM5LqbRG77gIXQhUMklQV1JEUEFRQ1hKUDZaOEc1WDc1TVNPSi4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=grBJPtViSUilsIbtUZKH0qerRpgKeM5LqbRG77gIXQhUMklQV1JEUEFRQ1hKUDZaOEc1WDc1TVNPSi4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=grBJPtViSUilsIbtUZKH0qerRpgKeM5LqbRG77gIXQhUMklQV1JEUEFRQ1hKUDZaOEc1WDc1TVNPSi4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=grBJPtViSUilsIbtUZKH0qerRpgKeM5LqbRG77gIXQhUMklQV1JEUEFRQ1hKUDZaOEc1WDc1TVNPSi4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=grBJPtViSUilsIbtUZKH0qerRpgKeM5LqbRG77gIXQhUMklQV1JEUEFRQ1hKUDZaOEc1WDc1TVNPSi4u
https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=grBJPtViSUilsIbtUZKH0qerRpgKeM5LqbRG77gIXQhUMklQV1JEUEFRQ1hKUDZaOEc1WDc1TVNPSi4u
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
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 “Artificial intelligence (AI) systems are software (and possibly also 

hardware) systems designed by humans that, given a complex goal, act 

in the physical or digital dimension by perceiving their environment 

through data acquisition, interpreting the collected structured or 

unstructured data, reasoning on the knowledge, or processing the 

information, derived from this data and deciding the best action(s) to 

take to achieve the given goal. AI systems can either use symbolic rules 

or learn a numeric model, and they can also adapt their behaviour by 

analysing how the environment is affected by their previous actions. 

As a scientific discipline, AI includes several approaches and 

techniques, such as machine learning (of which deep learning and 

reinforcement learning are specific examples), machine reasoning 

(which includes planning, scheduling, knowledge representation and 

reasoning, search, and optimization), and robotics (which includes 

control, perception, sensors and actuators, as well as the integration of 

all other techniques into cyber-physical systems).” 

 

Immediately following each question, you will see highlighted in yellow our recommended 

answer/s (if a multiple choice question). Under the answers, for your own information and 

again, for possible use in future CoE-level and national-level discussions on regulating AI, 

we have suggested rationales for the answer(s) and additional information on context 

and background (whenever relevant), which are highlighted in blue-colored font.  

 

Depending on the assessed significance of the question addressed, the explanatory written 

texts under each question vary in length.  As already mentioned above, this is because much 

of this information has been provided not primarily for your immediate needs in terms of 

answering the present questionnaire by CoE’s CAHAI, but also for your use and 

consideration in future AI-related regulatory initiatives, be they at the national level or by 

the Council of Europe.    

 

 

The below suggested answers are meant to guide you only in your future engagement on the 

topic.  The list of considerations highlighted in the suggested answers to CoE’s consultation 

is by no means exhaustive, and given the complexity of the topic, many of the questions do 

no lend themselves to a clear “right-wrong” differentiation for their responses.  

 

Finally, please consider sharing and using this supporting document both within your 

equality institution and among partners and stakeholders at the national level, as there will 

be further discussions— at both national and European— on deciding on legislative and 

policy options for controlling the impact of AI systems on equality and other human rights.    
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Section 1: Definition of AI Systems 
 

1. In view of the elaboration of a legal framework on the design, development and application of AI, based on 

the standards of the Council of Europe on human rights, democracy and the rule of law, what kind of 

definition of artificial intelligence (AI) should be considered by the CAHAI (select one): 

 
 No definition, with a legal instrument focused on the effect of AI systems on human 

rights, democracy and the rule of law.

 A technologically-neutral and simplified definition, such as “a set of sciences, 

theories and techniques whose purpose is to reproduce by a machine the cognitive 

abilities of a human being”.

 A definition focusing on machine learning systems.

 A definition focusing on automated decision-making. 

 Other (Please explain below)


 No opinion






Equinet recommends selecting Option 2, i.e. “a technologically-neutral and 

simplified definition, such as “a set of sciences, theories and techniques whose 

purpose is to reproduce by a machine the cognitive abilities of a human being” 

because it strikes a proper balance between a level of generality and 

descriptiveness in order to also cover future technological change. Options 3 and 

4 are respectively under-inclusive (i.e. machine learning systems) and over-

inclusive and vague (i.e. automated decision-making; not all automation should 

be subject to the same regulatory scrutiny as AI systems).   

 

Importantly, Equinet recommends that Option 2 or any another definition of AI 

for the purposes of regulating AI systems to protect equality and other human 

rights should enable that the focus of any future regulation on AI is on the 

(possible) effects of AI-enabled technology on equality and other human 

rights, and not on the specific techniques and methods that comprise that AI-

driven technology.  To put it differently, definitions of AI should be centred on 

equality and human rights and not on descriptions of the specific AI-driven 

application(s) involved. Importantly, definitions of AI for the purpose of 

equality- and human rights-compliant regulation should also include and enable 

over-sight over human decision-making, including the decision itself to apply an 

ADM system for a certain purpose (for more information see below).  

 

As pointed by AlgorithmWatch,  the definition of an AI systems should 

encompass “a decision-making model, an algorithm that translates this model 

into computable code, the data this code uses as an input—either to ‘learn’ from 

it or to analyse it by applying the model—and the entire political and economic 

environment surrounding its use. This means that the decision itself to apply an 

ADM system for a certain purpose—as well as the way it is developed (i.e. by a 

public sector entity or a commercial company), procured and finally deployed—

are parts of this framework.” 

Limited characters 

https://algorithmwatch.org/en/atlas-of-automation/
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Section 2: Opportunities and Risks arising from AI Systems 
 

 

Opportunities arising from AI systems 
 

2. Please select the areas in which AI systems offer the most promising opportunities for the protection of 

human rights, democracy, and the rule of law (select 3 maximum): 

 
 Banking, finance and insurance

 Justice

 Law enforcement

 Customs and border control

 Welfare

 Education

 Healthcare

 Environment and climate

 Election monitoring

 National security and counter-terrorism

 Public administration

 Employment

 Social networks/media, internet intermediaries
 

 Other (which areas and why)
 No opinion



When assessing risks and opportunities of AI system, it has to be remembered that 

AI systems can present different opportunities or risks depending on the targeted 

population, context and by whom and why these AI systems are deployed. For example, 

as the Feasibility Study of CAHAI reminds us, AI-enabled biometric technologies can 

have radically different impact when applied in the context of clinical medical settings, 

as opposed to a law enforcement context. Furthermore, AI systems, due their 

intrinsically dynamic and evolving nature, preclude the possibility for legislators and 

regulators to foresee all the possible types of outcomes of their use. Therefore, a priori 
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definitions of both benefits and risks (the two concepts could be correlated in practice) 

— through a regulatory approach — are not conducive to safeguarding equality against 

potential AI-enabled violations.  Instead, any regulatory approach on AI and human 

rights should enable and promote the continuous gathering of scientific evidence for 

the impact of AI systems on society and specifically, on equality and other human 

rights. Only after sufficient evidence on the befits of specific uses of AI in specific 

contexts has been gathered, can a regulatory framework on AI and human rights, in a 

responsible and justified manner, incorporate definitions of “beneficial” AI applications. 

 

Any regulatory definition and categorization of benefits for the purpose of 

protecting equality and human rights should not be limited to the concept of “safety” 

(i.e. consumer protection law) but instead be grounded in a broader and more inclusive 

understanding of “beneficial impact” on equality and human rights that takes in account 

the immaterial, as well as systemic and collective, nature of impact when it comes 

to equality and human rights.    

 

In all use cases and contexts of AI systems, proper equality and human rights 

safeguards, developed on a comprehensive, equality-compliant set of criteria such as, 

for example, the seven key requirements of  Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy Artificial 

Intelligence by the European Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on AI, including 

the requirement for “Diversity, non-discrimination and fairness”, should be applied 

in order to ensure that the opportunities of AI systems— without the risks to equality 

and other human rights — are identified and properly used.  

 

To reap the benefits of AI, any future regulation by the CoE on AI systems and 

their impact on human rights, including equality, should prioritize — in its desired 

impact and, consequently, in the choice of suggested means for achieving this impact — 

the prevention of equality and human rights violations by AI systems.  

 

For the purpose of advancing equality and non-discrimination in the context of 

possible AI-induced threats in a preventive manner, clear ‘equality duties’ should be 

assigned to AI owners and creators, including safeguards that these duties can be 

effectively enforced and the capacity to issue effective, proportionate and dissuasive 

sanctions. ‘Equality Duties’ will both enable and strengthen the effect of equality and 

human rights impact assessments and thereby strengthen the prevention of equality 

and human rights violations by AI systems.  

 

 

    Assuming that above safeguards are implemented, Equinet suggests the following 

three areas where AI systems could offer added value to society and serve to promote 

the public interest. This is by no means an exhaustive ranking of options, but rather an 

indicative list with three possible sectors, where depending on the specific context and 

use of the AI system, beneficial social impact, including benefit for the promotion of 

equality and other human rights, could be expected.  

 

As explained above, other areas mentioned in Question 2, such as, for example, 

education (e.g. personalized learning tools, disability-tailored learning enhancement 

tools) and public administration (e.g. improving responsiveness to public needs), could 

https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
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also be chosen as area where a positive contribution by AI-enabled technology could be 

expected, again upon evidence of positive impact on human rights and equality and 

with proper human rights and equality safeguards:   

 

1. Healthcare: Currently, AI systems in the health sector are used in the below 

three main contexts and all of them could be potentially beneficial to society as 

long as the above requirements (i.e. for evidence of positive impact on human 

rights and equality and for robust human rights and equality safeguards) are met:  

 clinical settings (i.e. for treatment of actual diseases) –e.g. diagnostic 

imaging (most common use of AI in clinical medicine) to  predict 

prognosis and response to treatment, data aggregation to predict 

consequences of surgical intervention for a patient, remote-controlled 

robotic surgery, support decision-making of most appropriate medical 

procedure to follow (including, prioritization of care in the so-called 

contested “triage” cases);  

 

 Biomedical research – e.g. drug discovery, disease prediction and 

prevention, matching patients to clinical trials (AI has the potential to 

address the documented problem of minorities underrepresentation in 

clinical trials).  

 

 Health system administration and management – identification of medical 

frauds by health providers (e.g. over-prescription of medical procedures 

or over-billing of examinations), automatic coding of diseases ( i.e. the 

process of extracting information from clinical records and codifying it 

using commonly accepted disease classifications); scheduling of 

appointments; administrative authorization of requests for the delivery of 

medical services and products to patients 

 

 

2. Environment and climate: Potentially beneficial applications of AI systems in this 

sector could, for example, involve natural disaster prevention and disaster reduction 

related to climate-change.  Driving advances in research for making national 

industries less dependent on fossil fuels is another possible beneficial application of 

AI systems.  

3. Other: The power and capacity of AI-enabled technology to search through 

and analyse data can also be harnessed for prevention-oriented enforcement of 

human rights and equality.  Such enforcement in the form of equality 

mainstreaming approaches in organizations (both public and private) and on a 

larger, society-wide scale by public authorities such as national public 

employment agencies, labour inspectorates and various other relevant national 

regulatory bodies, could be enabled and realized through AI systems analysing 

and sorting through large amounts of information to monitor and verify 

compliance with the benchmarks and criteria incorporated in an equality 

mainstreaming plan.    







https://www.oecd.org/health/trustworthy-artificial-intelligence-in-health.pdf
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3. Please indicate which of the following AI system applications in your view have the greatest potential to 

enhance/protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law? (select 5 maximum): 

 
 Facial recognition supporting law enforcement

 Emotional analysis in the workplace to measure employees’ level of engagement

 Smart personal assistants (connected devices)

 Scoring of individuals by public and private entities

 Medical applications for faster and more accurate diagnoses

 Automated fraud detection (banking, insurance)

 AI applications to predict the possible evolution of climate change and/or natural 
disasters;

 AI applications for personalised media content (recommender systems) 

 Deep fakes and cheap fakes

 Recruiting software/ AI applications used for assessing work performance

 AI applications aimed at predicting recidivism

 AI applications to prevent the commission of a criminal offence (e.g. anti-money 

laundry AI applications)

 AI applications providing support to the healthcare system (triage, treatment 

delivery)

 AI applications determining the allocation of educational services

 AI applications determining the allocation of social services

 AI applications in the field of banking and insurance

 AI applications to promote gender equality (e.g. analytical tools)

 AI applications used for analysing the performance of pupils/students in 

educational institutions such as schools and universities



 Assuming that the safeguards explained under Question 2 (i.e. mandatory equality 

and human rights impact assessments and mandatory equality duties as an element of 

these assessments) are implemented, Equinet suggests the above four applications 

where AI systems could offer added value to society and serve to promote the public 

interest. Once again, this is by no means an exhaustive ranking of options, but rather 

an indicative list with four possible use of AI systems, where depending on the 

specific context and use of the AI system, beneficial social impact, including benefit 

for the promotion of equality and other human rights, could be expected.  

 

 
4. Please briefly explain how such applications would benefit human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 

 
The rationales for selecting the answers that pertain to medical applications, climate 

change/disaster risk prediction and gender equality have already been given in the 

explanations under Question 2.  Equinet’s suggestion for “smart personal assistants 
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(connected devices)” is motivated by their potential — again with all proper equality 

and human rights safeguards — to strengthen equality and human rights for disabled 

persons and older persons, among other possible beneficiaries of the use of these 

devices.  

 

As explained in Question 2, other AI applications from the above list could 

hypothetically also be chosen as areas where a positive contribution by AI-enabled 

technology could be expected, again upon evidence of positive impact on human 

rights and equality and with proper human rights and equality safeguards.  

 
 

5. What other applications might contribute significantly to strengthening human rights, democracy and 

the rule of law? 
Once again and as already explained under Question 2, a priori definitions 

of applications and sectors associated with both benefits and risks (the 

two concepts could be correlated in practice) —  should not be at the centre 

of a regulatory approach aimed at safeguarding equality and other human 

rights against potential AI-enabled violations.   

 

Instead, any regulatory approach on AI and human rights should enable and 

promote the continuous gathering of scientific evidence for the impact of AI 

systems on society and specifically, on equality and other human rights.  

 

Only after sufficient evidence on the befits of specific uses of AI in specific 

contexts has been gathered, can a regulatory framework on AI and human 

rights, in a responsible and justified manner, incorporate definitions of 

“beneficial” AI applications. 
                   
 

6. Please select the areas in which the deployment of AI systems poses the highest risk of violating human 

rights, democracy and the rule of law (select 3 maximum) 

 
 Banking, finance and insurance

 Justice

 Law enforcement
 Customs and border control

 Welfare

 Education

 Healthcare

 Environment and climate

 Election monitoring

 National security and counter-terrorism

 Public administration

 Employment

 Social networks/media, internet intermediaries
 

 Other

Limited characters 
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 No opinion

 
Equinet recommends selecting “other” and using the open space under Question 7 and Question 
9 to explain that a risk-based approach, based on a priori selection of areas of deployment of AI 
systems (Question 6) and types of AI systems (Question 8), is not adequate for the effective 
protection of equality and other human rights.   
 

 AI systems, due their intrinsically dynamic and evolving nature, preclude the 
possibility for legislators and regulators to foresee all the possible types of 
outcomes of their use. Therefore, a priori definitions of both benefits and risks 
(the two concepts could be correlated in practice) — for the purposes of a 
regulatory approach — are not conducive to safeguarding equality against 
potential AI-enabled violations.  Instead, any regulatory approach on AI and 
human rights should enable and promote the continuous gathering of scientific 
evidence for the impact of AI systems on society and specifically, on equality 
and other human rights. Only after sufficient evidence on the befits of specific 
uses of AI in specific contexts has been gathered, can a regulatory framework on 
AI and human rights, in a responsible and justified manner, incorporate 
definitions of which areas of application and types of AI systems pose the highest 
risk of violating human rights, democracy and the rule of law of “beneficial” AI 
applications. 

 
For additional arguments why a legally binding instrument on AI should not be 
based on an a priori classification of risks of AI systems, please see the 
explanation under Question 7 below.  
 
 

7. Please briefly explain how such applications might violate human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 
 
Equinet does not believe that a risk-based approach to AI regulation is appropriate and justifiable when protecting 
equality and other human rights against AI-induced risks. Any future AI regulation to protect equality and human rights 
in Europe should be based on equality and human rights standards and not on a classification of risks.   
 
 All human rights, including equality, are by definition inalienable and inseparable, and their protection and enjoyment 
cannot be made contingent assessment of a “risk level” associated with external factors (which will also have the effect 
of “separating” human rights, as some rights will be accorded more protection than others – see this point further 
elaborated below).  
 
The proper role of the concept of “risk” in regulating for AI systems, which are conducive to the protection of equality 
and other human rights, is to enable compliance and provision of redress in cases of breaches of equality and other 
human rights, with different levels of risks triggering a correspondingly different set of compliance obligations (for 
developers, deployers and vendors) and redress possibilities (for all persons interacting with AI systems).  
 
   Any and all definitions of “risk” the purpose of an AI regulation that protects equality and human rights should be 
grounded in evidence of the social (including impact on equality and other human rights) and environmental impacts of 
these technologies, whether their use is warranted in the specific context, and which communities are likely to benefit 
more or bear the risk of discrimination , exploitation and other harms.  
 

https://ainowinstitute.org/ai-now-comments-to-eu-whitepaper-on-ai.pdf
https://ainowinstitute.org/ai-now-comments-to-eu-whitepaper-on-ai.pdf
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Furthermore, and again problematically, a risk classification based on areas of risk might lead to effectively promoting an 
untenable hierarchy of rights as all of the above listed areas are associated with the protection of certain rights, and 
protecting some areas more than others would effectively mean prioritizing the protection of some rights more than 
others.    
Importantly, a risk-based approach, whether it is reliant upon sectors/areas or a different foundation for the definition 
and categorization of “risks”, is inherently limited in its ability to protect equality and other human rights due to 1) the 
unpredictable and still understudied nature of AI systems in terms of their impact on human rights, and 2) the special 
status  and value of equality and human rights in our societies, and hence the related imperative for stricter and most 
comprehensive protection of these rights. Several leading organizations specializing in the links between digital rights and 
human rights, among which Access Now and the AI Now Institute, have criticized the adequacy of a risk-based approach 
and have advocated that a rights-based approach be used instead.  
 
In fact, as helpfully reminded by Access Now, the view that the risk-based approach to regulation is underlying the relative 
success and effectiveness of EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is ill-informed and misleading.  During the 
GDPR, the Working Party 29 — which gathers all EU data protection authorities — published a statement on the risk-
based approach to explain that it cannot replace company obligations to protect our rights: 
 
“…the Working Party is concerned that both in relation to discussions on the new EU legal framework for data protection 
and more widely, the risk-based approach is being increasingly and wrongly presented as an alternative to well-
established data protection rights and principles, rather than as a scalable and proportionate approach to compliance. 
The purpose of this statement is to set the record straight.” 
 

  The analysis of Access Now further points that the above statement also explicitly emphasizes that “rights granted to the 
data subject by EU law should be respected regardless of the level of the risks which the latter incur through the data 
processing involved”. The guidelines the European Data Protection Board recently issued confirm that the risk-based 
approach under the GDPR is limited to a few articles and clarifies that other rights-based obligations continue to apply. 

 
 

 
8. Please indicate the types of AI systems that represent the greatest risk to human rights, democracy and 

the rule of law (select 5 maximum): 
 

1. Facial recognition supporting law enforcement 

2. Emotional analysis in the workplace to measure employees’ level of engagement 

3. Smart personal assistants  (connected  devices) 

4. Scoring / scoring of individuals by public entities 

5. Medical applications for faster and more accurate diagnoses 

6. Automated fraud detection (banking, insurance) 

7. AI applications to predict the possible evolution of climate change and/or natural 
disasters; 

8. AI applications for personalised media content (recommender systems) 

9. Deep fakes and cheap fakes 

10. Recruiting software/ AI applications used for assessing work performance 

11. AI applications to prevent the commission of a criminal offence 

12. AI applications aimed at predicting recidivism 

13. AI applications providing support to the healthcare system (triage, treatment 

https://www.accessnow.org/eu-regulation-ai-risk-based-approach/
https://ainowinstitute.org/
https://www.accessnow.org/eu-regulation-ai-risk-based-approach/
https://www.accessnow.org/eu-regulation-ai-risk-based-approach/
https://www.accessnow.org/eu-regulation-ai-risk-based-approach/
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delivery) 

14. AI applications determining the allocation of educational services 

15.AI applications determining the allocation of social services 

16. AI applications in the field of banking and insurance 

17. AI applications to promote gender equality (e.g. analytical tools) 

18. AI applications used for analysing the performance of pupils/students in 

educational institutions such as schools and universities 

 
 

9. Please briefly explain how such applications might violate human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 
 
 

Equinet recommends explaining that a risk-based approach, based on a priori selection of 
areas of deployment of AI systems (Question 6) and types of AI systems (Question 8), is not 
adequate for the effective protection of equality and other human rights.   
            

 On the limitations of a risk-based approach for regulating AI in the context of human rights, 
democracy and rule of law, please see the explanations under Question 6 and Question 7.  
 
 Therefore, the types of AI applications posing greatest risks to the protection of equality 
and other human rights selected above present only an indicative and incomplete list of 
suggestions, which should include also other areas and types of AI uses.   

 
 

10. What other applications might represent a significant risk to human rights, democracy and the rule of law? 
 

Once again, because of the dynamic and evolving nature of AI systems there is not currently 
sufficient scientific evidence to establish an adequately comprehensive list of all AI 
applications and uses that represent a significant risk to human rights, democracy and rule 
of law. Therefore, any future regulatory approach on AI and human rights should enable 
and promote the continuous gathering of scientific evidence for the impact of AI systems 
on society and specifically, on equality and other human rights. 
 

Some other areas and applications of potentially significantly high risk for the protection of 
equality and other human rights include: AI-enabled analytical tools used for improper 
voter influence or manipulation of human behaviour (e.g. voter preferences, on-line 
targeted advertising), autonomous weapons; algorithmic-driven risk assessment tools for 
criminal justice (e.g. recidivism-prediction tools).    

 

 
11. In your opinion, should the development, deployment and use of AI systems that have been proven to 

violate human rights or undermine democracy or the rule of law be: 
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 Banned

 Not banned

 Other

 No opinion

 

12. In your opinion, should the development, deployment and use of AI systems that pose high risks with high 

probability to human rights, democracy and the rule of law be: 
 Banned

 Subject to moratorium

 Regulated (binding law)

 Self-regulated (ethics guidelines, voluntary certification)

 None of the above

 No opinion

 
13. In your opinion, should the development, deployment and use of AI systems that pose low risks with high 

probability to human rights, democracy and the rule of law be: 
 Banned.

 Subject to moratorium.

 Regulated (binding law)

 Self-regulated (ethics guidelines, voluntary certification)

 None of the above

 No opinion

 
The definition of “low risk” with respect to equality and human rights should take into 
account the specific nature of harm posed by AI systems. For example, this harm might be 
cumulative and might be identifiable most at a systemic or collective level, and not at the 
individual level. Therefore, apparently and/or initially “low” risks might evolve into 
“significant risks”  for the purpose of protecting  equality and other human rights.   



 

14. In your opinion, should the development, deployment and use of AI systems that pose high risks with low 

probability to human rights, democracy and the rule of law be: 
 Banned

 Subject to moratorium

 Regulated (binding law)

 Self-regulated (ethics guidelines, voluntary certification).

 None of the above

 No opinion

 

15. What are the most important legal principles, rights and interests that need to be addressed and therefore 

justify regulating the development, deployment and use of AI systems? (select 5 maximum): 
 Respect for human dignity (note that this implies personal integrity) 

 Political pluralism

 Equality

 Social security

 Freedom of expression, assembly and association

 Non-discrimination



Limited characters 
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 Privacy and data protection

 Personal integrity

 Legal certainty

 Transparency

 Explainability

 Possibility to challenge a decision made by an AI system and access to an effective 

remedy (note that this requires  legal certainty, transparency and explainability)

16. In your opinion, in what sectors/areas is a binding legal instrument needed to protect human rights, 

democracy and the rule of law? (select 3 maximum): 

 
 Banking, finance and insurance

 Justice

 Law enforcement – this includes customs and border controls

 Customs and border control

 Welfare

 Education

 Healthcare

 Social networks/media, internet intermediaries

 Environment and climate

 Election monitoring

 Public administration – this includes welfare, education, healthcare, among others

 Employment

 No opinion

 Other

 
 
Equinet recommends selecting “Other” in order to explain that an AI-specific binding legal 
instrument needed to protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law should be 
horizontal in nature, reflecting the all-purpose and cross-sectoral nature of AI-enabled 
technology.  All sectors of AI uses suggested in Question 16 could adversely impact upon 
the freedoms enshrined in CoE’s legal framework on human rights, democracy and rule of 
law.  
Once again, because of the dynamic and evolving nature of AI systems there is not currently 
sufficient scientific evidence to establish an adequately comprehensive list of all AI 
applications and uses that represent a significant risk to human rights, democracy and rule 
of law. Therefore, any future regulatory approach on AI and human rights should enable 
and promote the continuous gathering of scientific evidence for the impact of AI systems 
on society and specifically, on equality and other human rights. 

         
Section 3: Potential Gaps in Existing Binding Legal Instruments Applicable to AI 

In the following section, please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following 

statements or if you have no opinion on a given issue. 

 

17. Self-regulation by companies is more efficient than government regulation to prevent and mitigate 

the risk of violations of human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 
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1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 

18. Self-regulation by companies is sufficient to prevent and mitigate the risk of violations of human rights, 

democracy and the rule of law 
 

1 

I 

completely 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 
agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

disagree      

 

19. Which of the following instruments of self-regulation do you consider to be the most efficient? 
 

o Ethics guidelines 

o Voluntary certification 

o Other 
o No opinion 

 
Following the recommendations of the European Center for Not-for-Profit Law, Equinet 
suggests selecting the option “Other” with the following explanation: “Continuous, 
inclusive, and transparent equality and human rights due diligence, which includes equality 
and human rights impact assessments and duties for equality mainstreaming through the 
entire life cycle of AI development, deployment and use. 
 

20. Existing international, regional and/or national binding and/or non-binding legal instruments are sufficient 

to regulate AI systems in order to ensure the protection of human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 
For the protection of equality against AI-induced risks, the existing legal framework on 
equality by the CoE needs strengthening in the following regards: 

 Strengthening legal provisions on enforcement and possibilities for redress (e.g. 
possibilities for collective complaints, enhancing legal standing of relevant 
regulators, such as equality bodies) 

 Independent (i.e. non-auxiliary) application of Article 14 under the ECHR;  

 Protection against new forms of discrimination (intersectional and structural 
discrimination, proxy-based discrimination); 

 Clarifying and strengthening the use of existing forms of discrimination (e.g. 
clarifying and strictly delimiting justification possibilities for “indirect 
discrimination”; different forms falling under the category “incitement/instruction 
to discriminate)”;  

https://ecnl.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/CAHAI%20Survey_ECNL%20Answer%20Guide_0.pdf
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21. If you responded agree/fully agree to the previous question, please provide examples of existing 

international, regional and/or national (binding and/or non-binding) instruments that in your view are 

effective in guiding and regulating the design, development and use of AI systems to ensure compatibility 

with the standards for human rights, democracy and the rule of law: 

 
22. If you responded disagree/completely disagree to question 23, please indicate why existing international, 

regional and/or national (binding and/or non-binding) legal instruments are not sufficient to regulate AI 

systems (select all you agree with): 

 
 There are too many and they are difficult to interpret and apply in the context of AI.

 They provide a basis but fail to provide an effective substantive protection of 

human rights, democracy and the rule of law against the risks posed by AI 

systems.

 They lack specific principles for the design, development and application of AI 
systems.

 They do not provide enough guidance to the designers, developers and deployers of 

AI systems.

 They do not provide for specific rights (e.g. transparency requirements, redress 

mechanisms) for persons affected by AI.

 They create barriers to the design, development and application of AI systems.

 
              Please see explanation under Question 20.  
 

23. Please indicate other specific legal gaps that in your view need to be addressed at the level of the Council 

of Europe 
 

Requiring the establishment and secure and adequate resourcing of national and European-level 

cooperation mechanisms between the different oversight bodies involved in the enforcement of 

the new AI-specific legal instrument and in the enforcement of other relevant existing legal 

instruments, that bear upon the impact of AI systems on human rights. The oversight institutions 

involved in monitoring compliance with the provisions of the future legal instrument on AI should 

be provided with the institutional infrastructure to forge working partnerships with all  relevant 

national regulators in the field of human rights and AI systems, including with equality bodies as 

the only specialised public oversight bodies on equality.   

Mandatory equality duties for AI designers, developers and end- users (on the model of mandatory 

equality duties in existing European national legislations on equality (e.g. UK, Ireland), which include 

also rigorous transparency requirements.  Non-discrimination and equality is a horizontal, cross-

sectoral human rights concerns with regard to the risks that AI systems pose in the context of human 

rights, democracy and rule of law. Therefore, it needs to be addressed through appropriate, 

correspondingly horizontal and cross-cutting approaches based on equality mainstreaming tools.  

Equality duties are a provenly effective instrument in the “equality mainstreaming” toolkit, and in 

different forms and with various modifications, have been successfully implemented in several 

different jurisdictions. 

 

Limited characters 

https://equineteurope.org/2015/positive-action-measures/
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Requiring mandatory equality and human rights impact assessments for both that private sector 

companies and the public sector.   The data and other information gathered through monitoring the  

implementation of the equality duties will feed into and enable the conducting of the impact 

assessment.   

Banning all uses of biometrics, including facial recognition, which are used or going to be used with 

an objective, which in violation of equality and other human rights. The ban should cover uses of 

biometrical identification techniques such as predictive policing, all biometric mass-surveillance 

practices, automated recognition of sensitive traits such as gender identity, race and disability.  

Requiring public registers documenting the use of AI systems in public spaces and/or by public 

authorities. 

Providing a right to refusal of being subjected to an AI system (including the right to opt-out and to 

have alternative means to access or achieve a given objective). 

 
Section 4: Elements of a Legal Framework on AI Systems 

 

In relation to some AI systems, we can reasonably foresee a significant risk to human 

rights, democracy and the rule of law. Bearing this in mind, in the following section, 

please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements or if 

you have no opinion on a given issue. 

 

24. Individuals should always be informed when they interact with an AI system in any circumstances. 
 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 
agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 

Equinet reminds that the right to be informed about interacting with an AI system should 

be provided in such a form and with such safeguards that enable its meaningful realization 

for all potentially affected persons. For example, consideration should be given that the 

formulation of this information is accessible and comprehensible – both content and form 

of delivery of the message – for a wide range of individual and collective rights-holders in 

conditions which limit their capacities and otherwise render them vulnerable, such as, for 

example, persons with various impairments, persons with no or little digital literacy.  

Without equality-compliant safeguards in the way this right is delivered and enforced by 

the relevant authorities, the potential beneficiaries of this right might be unable to 

understand its meaning, implications and ultimately, be unable to exercise this right 

meaningfully. Among other risks, this also precludes the possibility of menaingful informed 

consent.   

25. Individuals should always be informed when a decision which affects them personally is made 

by an AI system. 
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1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 

Just like the right to be informed when persons are interacting with an AI system in any 
circumstances (Q. 24), so is the right to be informed when a decision which affects them 
personally is made by an AI system under the present Question 24 also subject to the same 
requirements for being delivered and communicated in a readily accessible and 
comprehensible way for a wide range of individual and collective rights-holders in 
conditions which limit their capacities and otherwise render them vulnerable, such as, for 
example, persons with various impairments, persons with no or little digital literacy.   
 
Just like in Question 24, here too, without equality-compliant safeguards in the way this 
right is delivered and enforced by the relevant authorities, the potential beneficiaries of this 
right might be unable to understand its meaning, implications and ultimately, be unable to 
exercise this right meaningfully. Among other risks, this also precludes the possibility of 
meaningful informed consent.   

26. Individuals should always be informed when an AI system is used in a decision-making process which 

affects them personally. 
 

 
1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 
agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 
 

    Additional considerations – same as Question 24 and Question 25 above.  

27. Individuals should have a right to a meaningful explanation of algorithmic based decisions, in particular 

how the algorithm reached its output. 

 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 
 

 Again, as already pointed above (see Questions 24 and Questions 25), special consideration 
should be given (i.e. through equality-compliant safeguards at the level of content and process) 
to the diversity of rights-holders interacting with A systems, especially those in situations of 
vulnerability and those with less or limited social, economic and political power.  Particular 
attention should be paid to make the definition of “meaningful explanation” as inclusive as 
possible, alongside with enabling effective and well-coordinated oversight over compliance with 
this right.   
 
Campaigns and initiatives that, in democratic and transparent ways, seek to clarify and further 
develop the current public consensus on how to explain decisions made with AI, such as the 
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guidance developed by UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office and The Alan Turing Institute 
(The Turing), should be promoted and could serve as the basis for developing a meaningful right 
to an explanation in any future legal instrument by the CoE on AI in the field of human rights, 
democracy and rule of law.   

 

28. Individuals should always have the right that any decision taken by an AI system in the framework of 

judicial proceedings are reviewed by a “human” judge. 

 
1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

          
Any decisions in framework of judicial proceedings should only be taken by “human” judges, 
and never by an AI system, whether alone with a “human-in-the loop”.  To allow AI-led 
decision-making, however limited and insignificant the AI-enabled element might appear, in 
the context of judicial proceedings will effectively mean undermining the fundamental 
guarantees of due process, fair trial, equality and the prohibition of discrimination. Outside of 
the context of judicial decision-making and as one of several possible tools to support and 
inform decision-making by human judges, some AI-enabled uses in the framework of judicial 
proceedings could be justified, provided there are clear and effective safeguards for the 
protection of equality and other human rights in the course of the entire judicial proceedings.  
Please see below for further elaboration on that point.   
 
In the context of judicial proceedings, AI systems might indirectly support and shape judicial 
decision-making by humans, without replacing the human judge.  This could happen, for 
example, through proving with enhanced efficiency (and, potentially, with greater accuracy 
too) some elements of the evidence for the case, including through speedy analysis of large 
amounts of data.   When an AI system is involved – directly or indirectly- in supporting judicial 
decision-making by humans, all parties involved should be provided with the same AI –specific 
rights and safeguards (in addition to relevant existing rights and guarantees, of course), which 
are proposed in Questions 24 -27.    

 

29. Individuals should have a right to demand the review of an algorithmic based decision by a human being. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 

The right to demand a review of a decision in the context of AI systems should also extend 
to decisions by humans taken in the context of compliance and redress mechanisms, 
included in the future legal instrument of the CoE on AI.   
 
In other words, there should be an independent complaints mechanism and a possibility 
for review and appeal for all decisions taken within the framework of the proposed public 
oversight mechanisms for AI systems that may breach legally binding norms in the sphere 
of human rights, democracy and the rule of law, which are proposed under Question 36 
(below).

https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/ico-and-stakeholder-consultations/ico-and-the-turing-consultation-on-explaining-ai-decisions-guidance/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/ico-and-stakeholder-consultations/ico-and-the-turing-consultation-on-explaining-ai-decisions-guidance/
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30. There should always be a person responsible for reviewing algorithmic based decisions in the 

public sector and private companies. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

The enforcement experience with EU’s GDPR so far reveals the limitations of having 

a single, designated “officer-in-charge” who oversees and otherwise supports the 

compliance of the AI-enabled services or products of her public or private employer 

organization with a given legal instrument in the field of digital rights and human 

rights.  

Unlike the GDRP and its predecessor, CoE’s Convention on Data Protection, the 

current proposal for a legal instrument will have a significantly broader scope of 

application, which is related to the nature of AI systems as general-use technology 

and their far-reaching, cross-sectoral application. For the purposes of the present 

proposed legislation on AI, a single person cannot possibly be expected to have the 

competence to review the compliance of their organization’s use of AI systems with 

all possible rights-based obligations in the field of human rights, rule-of-law and 

democracy.  

Instead of an emphasis on single “contact persons” within public and private 

organizations, which (i.e. the organizations/legal entities) could be held liable for AI- 

enabled human rights breaches, we suggest that the proposed new, AI-specific  

compliance and enforcement mechanisms in the field of AI and human rights should 

instead place emphasis on more effective use and strengthening of existing 

specialized national enforcement mechanisms in the field of human rights, 

democracy and the rule of law.    As one such specialised public regulator in the field 

of human rights, equality bodies have relevant experience and established 

procedures and practices in monitoring, oversight and enforcement (including 

redress) for both private and public sector organizations.  When enabled though 

adequate resources and, if relevant, through stronger mandate and powers, on all 

matters related to non-discrimination and equality, national equality bodies could 

closely collaborate with and build the capacity of “contact persons” responsible for 

reviewing algorithmic based decisions in the public sector and private companies. 

Importantly, based on the facts and documentation provided by the company 

“contact person”, they could and they should be the only national regulator, who 

can make the legal assessment of whether there has been a breach of the right to 

non-discrimination and the principle of equality.  
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31. Public institutions should not use AI systems to promote or discredit a particular way of life or 

opinion (e.g. “social scoring”). 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

Indirect and apparently neutral ways to  ”promote or discredit a particular way of 

life or opinion (e.g. “social scoring”)” which include various techniques for 

information manipulation with the effect of “promoting or discrediting a 

particular way of life or opinion.”  

32. States should be obliged to design, develop and apply sustainable AI systems that respect 

applicable environmental protection standards. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 

 This is an area where CoE’s future legal framework on AI and human rights could 

have a comparative advantage over EU’s regulatory initiative on AI as the current 

proposal of the European Commission for a future regulation on AI does not 

address the environmental impact of promoting the development and uptake of 

AI-enabled technology.  

    

33. The code behind AI systems used in the public and private sectors should always be accessible 

to the competent public authorities for the purposes of external audit. 

 

 
1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 
agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

For the purpose of protecting democracy and rule of law, there should be open 

access for the general public to at least some of the code behind AI systems used 

in the public and private sectors.  In this way, persons potentially affected by AI 

systems will be able to view for themselves and potentially verify AI-related 

systems.  
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34. There should be higher transparency standards for public entities using AI than for private 
entities. 

 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

While standards might be especially strict for public entities, given the nature and 

high - stakes of matters entrusted to public administration, both public and private 

entities should be subject to transparency standards, which are sufficiently high to 

enable the effective prevention, protection and enforcement of rights in the context 

of democracy, human rights and rule of law.  
 

35. Member States should establish public oversight mechanisms for AI systems that may breach 

legally binding norms in the sphere of human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 Any new AI-specific public oversight mechanisms for AI systems that may breach 

legally binding norms in the sphere of human rights, democracy and the rule of law 

should build upon, reinforce and complement the effectiveness of existing specialized 

oversight mechanisms in the field of human rights such as equality bodies.  There 

should be clear differentiation of roles and responsibilities between new and 

existing oversight mechanisms in the area of AI and human rights, with equality 

bodies, due to their specialized experience and expertise on equality, being best 

placed among all regulations at the national level in the field of human rights to 

provide legal assessment of whether or not the effect of a given AI-enabled 

application amount to a breach of national equality law.   

      As one of the key national regulators in the human rights field and the only specialized 

public regulators for equality and non-discrimination in Europe, equality bodies 

should be enabled to systematically and sustainably coordinate their work in the area 

of  AI systems with the proposed new, AI-specific public oversight mechanisms, whose 

mandate will inter alia also cover equality. 
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      The need for having a legal and institutional basis for this partnership in any future 

legal instrument on AI and human rights by the CoE is further highlighted by the 

unique added value of European equality bodies, compared to other national 

regulatory mechanisms for the protection of human rights in Europe – the work of 

equality bodies covers both the private and public sector, including traditionally 

well—developed links with other relevant national regulators such as labour 

inspectorates; the tools and powers that equality bodies employ span beyond the 

traditional leverage of national human rights protectors (e.g. recommendations, 

research, broader promotion and awareness-raising activities) to include legally 

binding decisions, investigation powers, litigation powers, which go beyond third 

party interventions and include an ability to bring cases to court, including ex officio.    

36. Errors and flaws discovered in AI systems which have led or could lead to the violation of 

human rights, democracy and the rule of law must be reported to the competent authorities. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 
37. The use of facial recognition in public spaces should be prohibited. 

 
1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 
 

All uses of biometric identification techniques in both public and private spaces for 
objectives, which are contrary to and in breach of human rights should be banned. For 
example, surveillance for commercial profit by private actors of the workplace, as well 
as, through devices embedded in the so-called “smart homes” should be included in this 
ban. Other examples include deploying biometric systems for predictive policing, all 
biometric mass-surveillance practices, automated recognition of sensitive traits such as 
gender identity, race and disability. 

    
38. The information obtained through the use of facial recognition systems should always be 

reviewed by a human being before being used for purposes that have an impact on individual 

freedom, such as in relation to a person boarding an airplane, upon police arrest or in the 

framework of judicial proceedings. 
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1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 

agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

 

39. The use of AI systems in democratic processes (e.g. elections) should be strictly regulated. 
 

1 

I 

completely 

disagree 

2 

I rather 

disagree 

3 

Indifferent 

4 

I rather 
agree 

5 

I fully agree 

No 

opinion 

40. Should a future legal framework at Council of Europe level include a specific liability regime in 

relation to AI applications? 
 

o Yes 

o No 

o No opinion 

 

41. If yes, what aspects should be covered? 
 

The burden of proof should be on the developer/deployer and not on those affected. 

  

Establish effective and dissuasive sanctions for AI designers/developers/deployers for 

1) harm caused’; 2) failure to comply with equality and human rights due diligence 

requirements, including impact assessment and monitoring of equality duties; 2) non-

compliance with banned uses of AI.  

 

Inputs by independent equality and human rights specialised institutions, such as 

equality bodies, should be mandatory for assessing the equality and human rights-

related aspects of liability. Their contribution should be harmonized with inputs from 

other relevant authorities such as consumer protection and data protection bodies, who 

assess other aspects of AI-related harm and hence liability. The entire coordinated 

multiple-actor procedure should render one comprehensive liability assessment. 

 

Liability should be proportionate to the ability of different actors in the AI supply chain to 

contain risks, with those developing and deploying AI systems carrying greatest burden, 

while distributors and end users of AI carrying progressively less responsibility. 

 

Given unpredictability and autonomy of AI systems and also the need to address the 

needs of different economic actors in the chain of development and supply of AI-enabled 

products and services, there should be a legal obligation to conclude insurance, coupled 

with strict liability. 

 

Liability for equality and human rights violations by AI systems should not be 
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circumvented through competing legal protections such as intellectual property rights 

and trade secrecy rules, which preclude the transparency required to access justice and 

seek redress against these violations. 

 

Legal changes should address “function creep” and repurposing of AI systems by clarifying 

who is liable for any unexpected changes to an AI product or service once they have been 

placed on the market. 

 

Section 5: Policies and Measures for Development 

42. In your opinion, how useful would the following compliance mechanisms be in preventing and 

mitigating the risks to human rights, democracy and the rule of law arising from the design, 

development and application of AI? 
 

 
1 

Not 

useful 

2 

Rather 

not 

useful 

 
3 

Indifferent 

4 

Rather 

useful 

5 

Highly 

useful 

 
No 

opinion 
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Human rights, 

democracy and 

rule of law 

impact 

assessment 

s 

    X  

Certification and quality 

labelling 

   X   

Audits and intersectional 

audits11 

    X  

Regulatory sandboxes     X  

Continuous automated 
monitoring 

    X  

             
We assess the “Certification and quality labelling” option as “Rather useful”, as opposed to 
a more favourable rating, because of the ill fit of this solution given the intrinsically dynamic 
nature of AI-enabled technology. As the IEEE Standards Association has stated in one of their 
submissions of the European Commission’s consultation on the White Paper on AI: “Caution 
should be exercised for giving a fixed label to an essentially adaptive system, because such a 
scheme can qualify a product or system partially not wholly.” 

 

43. Please indicate what combination of mechanisms should be preferred to efficiently protect 

human rights, democracy and the rule of law (select 3 maximum). 
 

 Human rights, democracy and rule of law impact assessments

 Certification and quality labelling

 Audits and intersectional audits

 Regulatory sandboxes

 Continuous automated monitoring

 Other
 

 

See answer under Question 42 for an explanation on “Certification and quality labelling”.  

 
44. Please select which mechanism(s) should be part of either a binding instrument or a non- 

binding instrument to best protect human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 
 

 Binding 

instrument 

Non-binding 

instrument 

No opinion 

Human rights, democracy and rule 

of law impact assessments 

X   

Certification and quality labelling   X 

Audits and intersectional audits X   

Regulatory sandboxes X   

Continuous automated monitoring X   

Limited characters 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12527-Artificial-intelligence-ethical-and-legal-requirements/F551045
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Other 

[limited characters] 

   

 
See answer under Question 42 for an explanation on “Certification and quality labelling”.  

 

45. In your opinion, how useful would the following follow-up activities be if implemented by the 

Council of Europe? 
 

1 

Not 

useful 

2 

Rather 

not 

useful 

 
3 

Indifferent 

4 

Rather 

useful 

5 

Highly 

useful 

 
No 

opinion 

Monitoring of AI legislation and 

policies in member States 

    X  

Capacity building on Council of 

Europe instruments, including 

assistance to facilitate 

ratification and implementation 

of relevant 

Council of Europe instruments 

    X  

AI Observatory for sharing good 

practices and exchanging 

information on legal, policy and 

technological developments 

related to AI systems 

 

This could be useful, but it 
needs to build upon and 
consolidate efforts of 
multiple, already existing 
initiatives. Unique added 
value could be the inclusions 
of underrepresented, hard-
to-reach or otherwise 
marginalized civic voices, 
whether through civil society 
organizations or through 
mechanisms for direct input 
by citizens. In other words, 
feedback from potential 
“victims” of AI-enabled 
technology should be 
incorporated on a permanent 
basis in that AI Observatory.  
 

   X   

Establishing a centre of expertise 

on AI and human rights 

    X  

 

46. What other mechanisms, if any, should be considered? 
 

Create institutional mechanisms for the inclusion and participation of  
underrepresented, hard-to-reach or otherwise marginalized civic voices, 
whether through civil society organizations, human rights regulators like 
equality bodies or through mechanisms for direct input by citizens. In other 
words, continuous and sustainable feedback loops for inputs from potential 
or actual “victims” of AI-enabled technology should be incorporated on a 
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permanent basis in CoE’s regulatory framework on AI and human rights.  
 

 

47. Are there any other issues with respect to the design, development and application of AI systems in 
the context of human rights, democracy and the rule of law that you wish to bring to the attention of 
the CAHAI? 

 
 In context of policies and measures for preventing and mitigating (see Q. 43 above) risks to 

human rights, democracy and the rule of law arising from AI systems, Equinet recommends 

that regulation also included legal obligations that address the needs for digital and human 

rights education (for both those affected by and those developing and supplying AI systems) 

and for mandatory and coordinated oversight over the financing of AI systems (i.e. R&D funds 

and scientific innovation).  

 

a) Place stronger emphasis on strengthening of skills and education on equality of both 

developers and users of AI systems, and potential victims of AI-enabled 

discrimination 

 

On the side of potential (or actual) victims of AI-enabled discrimination and other breaches of 

human rights and, more generally, those interacting with AI systems on the receiving end, this 

would mean that the future CoE’s legal instrument on AI should also require or otherwise 

enable (e.g. through non-legislative measures, synergies with other legal CoE instruments with 

relevant objectives)  increased and sustained investment in 1) digital literacy for those who are 

affected by AI and 2) developing increased rights awareness and rights education among those 

affected by AI systems in order to encourage a victim-led recourse to justice.  

 

On the side of developers and suppliers of AI systems, the future CoE’s legal instrument on AI 

should emphasize the building of knowledge on applicable equality laws and equality-based 

good practice standards, so that all relevant economic actors in the development and supply 

chain of AI systems are trained on understanding the implications of equality and human rights 

legal standards for their work and learn how to build and deploy AI systems, which are 

compliant with these standards.  

 

Equality bodies have wealth of experience in educating duty-bears, in both the private and 

public sectors, and they could be key “educators” for AI actors on the “supply side” in both the 

private and public sector. This is makes it all the more crucial that equality bodies, as one of 

the key national regulators in the human rights field and the only specialized public regulators 

for equality and non-discrimination in Europe are enabled to systematically and sustainably 

coordinate their work in the areas with AI systems with the proposed new, AI-specific public 

oversight mechanisms, whose mandate will also cover equality. 

 

The need for having a legal and institutional basis for this partnership is further highlighted by 

the unique added value of European equality bodies, compared to other national regulatory 

mechanisms for the protection of human rights in Europe – the work of equality bodies covers 

both the private and public sector, including traditionally well—developed links with other 

relevant national regulators such as labour inspectorates; the tools and powers that equality 

bodies employ span beyond the traditional leverage of national human rights protectors (e.g. 
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recommendations, research, broader promotion and awareness-raising activities) to include 

legally binding decisions, investigation powers, litigation powers, which go beyond third party 

interventions and include an ability to bring cases to court, including ex officio.    

 

 

b) Address the financing of Research & Development and scientific innovation, which 

underpin and enable AI development 

 

Financing of R&D and scientific innovation can and should be addressed in the future CoE 

legal instrument for regulating the design and development of AI systems, as these stages in the 

life cycle of AI systems (i.e. design and development) are most immediately and most directly 

reliant upon scientific advances and innovation.  

 

To the extent to which such a provision is relevant, regulatory control over the CoE financing 

of the development of AI systems should also include clear and enforceable funding 

conditionalities, based on equality and human rights considerations, for the receipt of CoE 

finances by science and R&D projects, which enable the further development of AI systems.  

 

In practice, this means that finance for research and innovation in AI in member states of the 

Council of Europe should only go for uses which provenly have no negative implications for 

equality. For effectively and sustainably preventing financing of the development of AI 

systems, which are not equality and human rights compliant, the proposed CoE legal instrument 

on AI will, of course, have to rely on complementarities with a broader range of (existing and 

planned) laws and policies of the Council of Europe, which focus on focus on new technologies, 

including AI systems, in the context of human rights, democracy and the rule of law. 


